A remarkable feature of relativistic heavy ion collisions is greatly enhanced production of baryons and antibaryons relative to mesons. This enhancement over elementary p+p collisions occurs at transverse momenta (p T ) of 2-5 GeV/c [1] [2] [3] . In this range, particle production shifts from soft processes (nonperturbative, low momentum transfer scattering) to hard (high momentum transfer parton-parton scattering). Hard scattering is followed by fragmentation of the scattered partons to jets of hadrons. Baryon and antibaryon production is suppressed in fragmentation in vacuum. Phenomenologically, this can be thought of as a large penalty for creating a diquark/antidiquark pair for baryons vs. a quark/antiquark pair for meson formation.
Since there is no sharp separation of scales between hard and soft processes, it is natural to ask which causes the baryon excess in Au+Au collisions. Hadron formation by coalescence of quarks from the expanding thermal fireball can explain single particle yields [4] [5] [6] [7] but causes no jetlike correlations. The yield of baryons in this momentum range scales approximately with the number of binary nucleonnucleon collisions [2] , which is typical of hard processes. However, if hard scattering is at the root of the baryon excess, additional mechanisms absent in elementary p+p collisions are required, such as alteration of the jet fragmentation function in the dense medium formed in Au+Au collisions, or recombination of hard scattered quarks with accidental comoving quarks from the medium. Models include hard parton fragmentation but recombination of thermal quarks only [5] , thermal quark recombination with jet fragments [6, 8] , and recombination of quarks from hard scattering with a modified fireball distribution [7] . Hadron production via recombination between jet fragments and thermal quarks [6] [7] [8] could preserve jetlike correlations among the final hadrons, presuming that each hadron contains at least one quark arising from a fragmenting hard scattered parton.
To determine the role of jets in production of intermediate p T protons, the PHENIX experiment at RHIC has measured energetic hadronic partners near the baryons. These are the additional fragmentation products from the same jet as the baryon. We present first results on two particle correlations where the trigger particle is an identified meson (π, K) or baryon (p,p) at 2.5 < p T < 4.0 GeV/c. Associated particles, i.e., lower p T charged hadrons near the trigger particle in azimuthal angle are counted. A Monte Carlo study shows that for these trigger particle momenta, resonance decays do not contribute associated particles at p T > 1.2 GeV/c; at lower p T , there is a small contribution, but it is less than the statistical uncertainty. The centrality and collision system dependence of the associated particle yield per trigger is measured. Trigger particles from recombination of boosted thermal quarks only should not have correlated partners beyond effects of elliptic flow, as a thermal source is by definition uncorrelated. However, trigger particles from hard scattered partons should have jetlike partners with a probability depending upon the medium effect on fragmentation. We use p+p collisions without trigger identification to provide a comparison baseline.
Collisions at √ s NN = 200 GeV of Au+Au (24 million events), d+Au (42 million events), and p+p (23 million events) are analyzed. Charged particles are reconstructed in the central arms of PHENIX using drift chambers, each with azimuthal coverage of π/2, and two layers of multiwire proportional chambers with pad readout (PC1, PC3) [9] . Pattern recognition is based on a combinatorial Hough transform in the track bend plane, with the polar angle determined by PC1 and the collision vertex along the beam direction [1] . Particle momenta are measured with a resolution δp/p = 0.7% ⊕ 1.0(1.1)%p(GeV/c) in Au+Au (d+Au, p+p). The portion of the east arm spectrometer containing the high resolution time-of-flight (TOF) detector, which covers pseudorapidity |η| < 0.35 and φ = π/4 in azimuthal angle, is used for trigger particle identification. Beam counters (BBC) [9] provide the global start; stop signals are from TOF scintillators at a radial distance of 5.06 m. The timing resolution is σ = 120 ps, which allows a 4σ separation of mesons/baryons up to p T ≈ 4 GeV/c. The Au+Au centrality determination is described in Ref. [10] . Distributions of azimuthal angular difference φ are constructed for trigger-partner pairs. The combinatorial background is determined by constructing mixed events in two steps: the number of trigger and partner particles per event is determined by sampling the measured particle multiplicity distributions in the relevant momentum and centrality ranges. The measured trigger and partner particle momentum distributions are then sampled to yield three-momenta of particles in each mixed event. To correct for the limited acceptance of PHENIX, the real event φ distributions are divided by φ distributions from mixed events, with the integral fixed to correspond to perfect acceptance as a function of φ. The shape of this distribution corrects for the φ dependence of the PHENIX azimuthal acceptance, but has no true correlations. The φ distributions are shown in Fig. 1 ; mixed events are indicated by solid lines. The partner yield is corrected for the reconstruction efficiency, detector aperture, and (for Au+Au only) detector occupancy [11] . No extrapolation is made to |η| > 0.35. No correction for the PHENIX η acceptance is needed in Figs. 1 and 2 , as the same acceptance is used for both trigger type and the different collision systems. Since d+Au and Au+Au collisions contain uncorrelated combinatorial background from other particles in the underlying event, the mixed event partner yield per trigger, after the same efficiency correction, is subtracted. The absolute normalization of the background is obtained independently by a convolution of the trigger and partner single particle rates.
In real events, collisions from the more central edge of the bin contribute more pairs than those from the less central edge. Mixed events are constructed by randomly sampling single particle multiplicity distributions within a 5% centrality bin. As the particle multiplicity is not flat with centrality, mixed events underweight the upper edge of the bin compared to real events. The mixed event background is corrected for this effect. The spread of trigger and partner number within a bin is determined from the measured centrality dependence of particle multiplicity in the relevant momentum region and particle species [10] [11] [12] [13] . The correction modifies the background level by ≈0.2% in the most central and ≈25% in the most peripheral Au+Au collisions.
Elliptic flow causes an angular correlation in Au+Au unrelated to jet fragmentation, and is a background to this are the v 2 values measured for the partner and trigger p T ranges, respectively [14] . The reaction plane is measured by the BBC at 3 < |η| < 4 in order to minimize the influence of jets in the v 2 values. Because the centrality binning in this analysis is finer than in [14] , the p T integrated centrality dependence is used to interpolate v 2 for collisions more central than 20%. The modulation of the mixed event φ distributions is visible in Fig. 1 .
Systematic uncertainties in Au+Au and d+Au partner yields arise from uncertainties in the corrections for centrality bin width, systematic and statistical errors on v 2 [14] (Au+Au only), uncertainty in the background subtraction due to the event mixing technique, and uncertainty in the detector occupancy correction. Cross-contamination of mesons and protons is less than 5%. The error on the occupancy correction reaches a maximum of 5% in the most central Au+Au collisions. For most Au+Au bins, the dominant systematic uncertainty on the partner yields is the uncertainty in v 2 . This produces a systematic error of approximately 0.01 partners per trigger baryon in semicentral and central collisions; for trigger mesons, the corresponding error is 60% of this. The event mixing uncertainty is nearly comparable. In peripheral Au+Au collisions, the dominant systematic error is from uncertainty on centrality bias corrections and v 2 . In d+Au collisions, there is no v 2 , and the partner yield uncertainty is driven by the correction for centrality bias. In p+p collisions, the systematic error is taken to be the same size as the combinatorial background, which is subtracted. The total systematic errors are shown in Fig. 2 .
The background shown in Fig. 1 is subtracted from the data points, which in most cases lie systematically above the line. The number of associated partners per trigger is integrated to determine the conditional yield of partners. The near-(far-) side yield is the integral over 0 < φ < 0.94 radians (2.2 < φ < π radians). This range maximizes the partner acceptance while omitting the region around φ = π/2, where the TOF coverage creates an acceptance hole. Nonbackground associated partners are observed in the angular range characteristic of jet fragmentation in p+p, which was measured by PHENIX to be ≈0.25 radians in a similar p T range [15] . Figure 2 shows the conditional yield per trigger of partner particles in p+p, d+Au, and Au+Au collisions, as a function of the number of participant nucleons. Small relative angle yields, from the same jet as the trigger hadron, are in the top panel. The partners increase for both trigger baryons and mesons by almost a factor of two from d+Au to peripheral and midcentral Au+Au. There is an indication that jetlike correlations for baryons relative to mesons decrease in the most central collisions, as expected for production of a fraction of the baryons by recombination of thermal quarks. It is notable, however, that the baryon excess observed via p/π ratios [1] [2] [3] is already large in midcentral collisions. In d+Au collisions, the near-side yields per trigger are the same for meson and baryon triggers, and they agree with results from p+p collisions generated with PYTHIA [16] .
The dashed line in Fig. 2 shows the expected centrality dependence of partners per baryon if all the "extra" baryons [10] , that increase p/π over that in p+p collisions, were to arise solely from soft processes; such baryons dilute the per-trigger conditional yield. Because this simple estimate omits meson production by recombination, which must also occur along with baryon production, it represents an upper limit to the centrality dependence of the jet partner yield from thermal recombination. The data clearly disagree with both the centrality dependence and the absolute yields of this estimate, indicating that hard processes must also contribute to the baryon excess. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the conditional yield of partners on the away side. The partner yield in 2.2 < φ < π radians drops equally for both trigger baryons and mesons from p+p and d+Au to central Au+Au, in agreement with the observed disappearance [17] and/or broadening [15] of the away-side jet. It further supports the conclusion that the baryons originate from the same jetlike mechanism as mesons. Figure 3 shows the p T spectra of associated particles [18] on the near side with trigger mesons and baryons. The measured transverse momentum of jet hadrons with respect to the initial parton direction j T is constant as a function of collision energy and p T [15, 19] . Thus, the angular size of jets increases as the partner p T decreases. We use the PHENIX measurement of |j T y | = 0.359 ± 0.011 GeV/c [15] to correct the near-side conditional yield measured in φ < 0.94 radians, and the PHENIX η acceptance to the full jet yield, assuming that jets are symmetric gaussians in both φ and η. The conditional yields in Fig. 2 do not have this additional correction as they are measured in a single p T bin. The partner spectra in Fig. 3 . Solid (open) squares and circles are Au+Au (d+Au), collisions and the triangle is p+p collisons. The solid band indicates the slopes of inclusive particle spectra in Au+Au collisions [11] . Errors are statistical only. particle slope in central collisions is approximately 20%, based on a conservative estimate of 50% uncertainty on the correction to the full jet yield. We note that this is comparable to the statistical error for leading mesons and smaller than the statistical error for leading baryons. Within the available statistics, the inverse slopes of the associated particles are similar for trigger mesons and baryons in p+p, d+Au, peripheral, and midcentral Au+Au. The spectra are harder than inclusive hadron spectra, as expected from jet fragmentation. In the most central Au+Au collisions, the partner and inclusive hadron spectra are in better agreement.
We have presented the first study of the jet structure of baryons (p, p) and mesons (π, K) in the momentum region where baryon production is greatly enhanced in central Au+Au collisions at RHIC. Three observations indicate that mesons and baryons arise from hard processes in all but the most central Au+Au collisions. First, baryons and mesons both have jetlike partner particles. Second, within the limited statistics available, the inverse slopes of the associated particles are similar for both baryons and mesons; these are larger than for inclusive hadrons. Finally, on the away side, the jet partner yield into a 0.94 radian opening angle has the same centrality dependence for trigger baryons and mesons, consistent with attenuation in central collisions. The increase in jetlike partners between p+p and Au+Au is strong evidence for medium modification of the fragmentation process. Recombination of thermal quarks with jet fragments [6, 8] and a "wake effect" from comoving radiated gluons [7] are two examples of how the medium might modify jet fragmentation. The decrease with centrality of partner yields for trigger baryons suggests a growing contribution of baryons from thermal recombination.
